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Department 0/ Electrical Engineering and Computer Sciences, and Electronics Research Laboratory, 
University a/California, Berkeley, California 94720 

(Received 16 January 1987; accepted for publication 21 Apri11987) 

The cw e1ectro~optic probing technique is for the first time proposed to detect the three
dimensional internal field distribution in linear electro-optic material like GaAs. By changing 
the incident angles and positions of the probing beam, sufficient information of the electric 
field distribution is included in the phase retardation of the probing beam. If certain conditions 
on the probing beam are satisfied, a very simple linear relation between phase retardation and 
each field component can be found and the whole problem becomes not only mathematical1y 
solvable but experimentally feasible. Finally, a three-dimensional computer simulation is 
undertaken to illustrate the relation between field distribution and detected electro-optic 
signal. 

To understand the physics of more and more complicat
ed III -V compound devices and to find out proper physical 
models to describe or predict the device performance, it is 
essential to know the internal potential, field, and charge 
distributions. However, there is no technique presently 
available to detect such crucial information in either bulk 
semiconductor or devices. For those compound materials 
having linear electro-optic properties such as GaAs, the 
phase retardation of light is affected by the electric field in~ 
side the material, and thus intrinsically contains the infor
mation of electric field in the area swept by the probing light. 
This attractive property has been widely applied to detect 
the logic state and transient response of a very fast GaAs 
circuit, 1-5 or in cw operation, to detect the surface potential 
variation and the boundary of a p-n junction. 6

•
7 However, 

none of the work has ever explored the possibility ofthe g!'eat 
importance of extracting three~dimensional internal field 
distribution from the electro-optic signals, In this letter, we 
propose for the first time a nondestructive, high-resoluti.on 
three-dimensional field measurement method by means of 
the cw electro-optic probing (CWEOP). 

Because GaAs is the most extensively used electronic 
and optic material having linear electro-optic effect, we will 
consider it as an example in this paper. The index ellipsoid of 
GaAs under the electric field is described in Eg. (1). 

(x2 + y2 + z2)ln~ + 2Y4! (E~ yz + Ev zx + Ez xy) = 1 , 

(1) 

where Y41 is the only nontrivial electro-optic coefficient for 
the cubic crystal GaAs. If the wave vector k of the probing 
laser beam has directional cosines a, /3, Y with respect to the 
three crystal axes, the plane normal to k and passing through 
the origin is described as Eq. (2). 

ax+ !3y+yz=O. (2) 

Geometrically, those points satisfying both Eqs. (1) and (2) 
form an ellipse C normal to k as shown in Fig. 1. The direc~ 
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tions of the major and minor axes of the eHipses represent 
two eigenvectors of the polarization states of the light, and 
their magnitudes are equal to the refraction indices of the 
slow and fast optical axes. In spite of the clarity in geometry, 
the algebra to find those two axes is very involved. However, 
if the k is in the y~z plane and the angle with the z axis is less 
than 45°, the problem can be greatly simplified. These condi
tions are satisfied for ali the foHowing derivations and pro~ 
posed measurements. The simplest mathematical approach 
is to first project the ellipse C normal to k into an ellipse C I in 
the x-y plane as shown in Fig. 1. 

After obtaining the directions and magnitudes of the 
axes of C' in the way of planar analytic geometry, we can 
easily find the axes of ellipse Cby Eq. (2) since each point in 
C ' possesses the same x and y coordinates as the correspond
ing point in C. The results are summarized in the following 
set of equations: 

cot(2B) =s = (2a + c)ld , 

where 

a = (a2 )/(y) - 2f1~ (aIY)Y41Ey , 

c = 2n~r.n(aEy + f3Ex )Iy - (a2 + f32)ly2, 

d=2(af3)/r+n~Y41(yEz -aE~ -f3Ey)ly]. 

(3) 

(4a) 

(4b) 

( 4c) 

The angle () i.n Eq. (3) is the angle between the x axis and the 

-;> 

II: 

c 

FI G. 1. Configuration of the index ellipse C normal to the wave vector k and 
its projection C' in the x:v plane. (J is the acute angle between the axis (major 
or minor) of C' and the x axis. 
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axis (major or minor) of ellipse C' such that 0 < B< ( 'IT 12) . 
The directional cosines a,p,r are those of k. The two ex
trema of the ellipse normal to Ii have the coordinates de
scribed as follows: 

and 

X J-: = flo cos e[{Ctc'Ff7i' , 
Y t = no sin e[(f+c?Y±d', 
Z -L - (ax -, + py Jc )/y , 

(Sa) 

(5b) 

(5c) 

1.------,- ----, ( (a cos e - /3 sin ())2 ) = nov (1 + c ) ± d 1 + , (6) r2 
where c' = e/2 and d ( = d 1[2 sin (2tl) J . 

After finding the field dependence of the eigenstates for 
arbitrary incident light, we look for the relation between the 
detected variation and spatial distribution of electric field by 
the prescribed electro-optic effect. For simplicity but with
out loss of generality, let us assume the probing light initially 
linearly polarized along the x axis, and then its polarization 
state can be represented by the Jones vector as 

J = [~1. (7) 

To find the field distribution from a finite number of probing 
beams, we need to set up the mesh points in the tested area. 
For each small unit of those meshes, the transformation of 
the polarization state from input beam to output beam is 
described as foHows8

; 

[J ] [ 
-ir'.f2 

xi _ -- i4; __ 1 e ! 

-e R 
J

Yi 
I 0 

. R [J~i -- 1] = w. r Jxi _ 11 X I Ii, 
J v; _ 1 lJy ; - t j 

_ [ COS <Pi sin 4>; ] 
R;-. , 

- sm 4>i cos 4>i 

r i = (wljc)(nsi - nfi) , 

11; = (wIJ2c) (n s; + nfi ) , 

(8) 

(9) 

( 10) 

(11 ) 

where R; is the matrix rotating the initial polarization state, 
along x axis in this case, to the slow axis of the index ellipse. 
The quantity r; is the phase retardation, and nsi and nfj axe 
slow and fast refraction indices of the ith mesh, and I; is the 
length of the optical path in mesh i. Because the exp( - ia;) 
term in Eq. (8) does not have any physical significance but a 
phase shift, we will omit it in the following derivations. 

If the y component of the polarization state is detected 
from the emerging beam, the final J Yk is obtained from a 
series of multiplication of the transformation matrices W in 
Eq. (8) along the light path. 8 

' 

-i . 
J"k = -- '" r; sm(2$;) , 

. 2 7' (12) 

where the summation is over aU the mesh points passed by 
the probing beam with wave vector k. In Eq. (12), we have 
approximated exp( - iri )::::: 1 - irE since the phase retar
dation in each mesh is always much smaner than one radian. 
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In general, both r i and $; in Eq. (12) are functions of E xi' 

Ey!> and EZi resulting in a number of cross terms in Eq. (12). 
To simplify the analysis, we must choose the incident beam 
to be either iny-z plane or in x-z plane (i.e., a = 0 or /3 = 0). 
Assuming k in y-z plane (i.e., a = 0) as an example, we 
simply set <P, in Eqs. (9) and (12) equal to (}i in Eq. (3) if d 
in Eq. (4c) > 0 or equal to ai + 'IT /2 if d < O. The 1l'12 differ
ence between <Pi and (}i as d < 0 is due to the previous defini
tion that the angle <1>; is between x axis and the slow axis but 
0i isconftnedin (0,17"/2) to ensure sin(2(;1,) inEq. (6) larger 
than zero. By combining Eqs. (3), (4), (6), (10), and (12) 
and the above relation between {}i and '1>, with the condition 
a = 0, J Yk can be explicitly represented in terms of the field 
components as follows: 

_ K ( j3) [ ((:J)2. 2 J 1/2 J yk --I-I Ez; --Ey, 1 + - sm 8; , 
.yI ; \ y r 

(13 ) 

(14) 

The field-dependent nonlinear term in the square root of 
Eq. ( 13) is negligible as long as the incident beam has a small 
angle with the z axis, in other words, lJ 2/'1 4,. L Therefore, 
Eq. (13) can be approximated as 

J ~~ '" (p _!!... II ) 
yk ~ Irl 7' ~-zi r .LJ

y ' • 
(15) 

Equation (15) is the equation setting up the linear relation 
between the field components and the detected probing 
beam from different angles and positions. The E . in EQ. 
(15) is missing because of the condition a = O. To~find Ex;, 
we can replace if Ey; with aEx; in Eq. (15) assuming that the 
light is :in x-z plane. The signal from a photodetector is pro
portional to the magnitude of Jyk based on the same princi
ple as the amplitude modulation of electro-optic material. <} 

Therefore, the three-dimensional electric field distribution 
measurement becomes not only theoretically possible but 
practically feasible by means of the recently developed cw 
electro-optic probing technique.6

•
7 From the measured field 

distribuiion, the real values of potential profile, field intensi
ty, and charge density can be substantially obtained since the 
applied voltage supplies the necessary boundary conditions. 

Figure 2(c) shows the computer simulation results of 
the electro-optic signals from Eq. (15) under some given E y , 

Ez distributions shown in Figs, 2 (a) and 2 (b). The detected 
area in Fig. 2 is lOOX 100 Itm2 in they-z plane and the inci
dent probing beam scans from - 18° to 18° with 10 difference 
between adjacent beams. Not only does the beam incident 
angle vary, the probing beam also moves along the y axis 
with 0.18.urn per step to supply enough linearly independent 
equations to solve the field components at each mesh point. 
A larger mesh size can be used in those regions of slow
varying field to reduce the number of probing beams and 
save computer memories without sacrificing the accuracy. 
Finally, a simple experiment is done to justify our proposed 
method in practice. As shown in Fig. 3, the electro-optic 
signals measured under normal incidence and 1.4" tilted inci
dence are clearly distinguishable. Those features occurring 
in the tilted incidence curve are partly due to the different 
optical path from the normal incident one and partly due to 
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(b) VI fLMl 

FIG. 2. Computer simulation of the e!ectro·optic signal under the given 
lield profile illy-zplane. J:.~, annE" profiles are shown in (al and (b) but Ex 
is not shown here because it does not affect the electro-optic signal if the 
light has the wave vector in the y-z plane; (c) shows the signal variation as 
both the incident angle and the incident position along the y axis change. 
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FIG. 3. Measured electro-optic signal across two electrodes on G<lAs sub
strate. The dark curve is measured under nonna! incidence and the light ont: 
is measured under incidence at an angle. Lock-in technique is used in this 
experiment. 

the influence oflateral field. The more complete experiment 
and the detailed analysis of the experimental data will be 
published elsewhere, 

In conclusion, we propose a very new method to nonde~ 
structively detect the three~dimensional field distribution in 
linearly electro-optic materials such as GaAs, and math
ematically formulate it. If an appropriate incident angle is 
chosen, the electro~optic signal is a linear combination of the 
field components in the light path. This property faciHtates 
the data analysis and makes the experiment more feasible. 
To obtain more accurate results, the finite beam spot size, 
mUltiple reflection inside the material, reflection at the inter~ 
face, as wen as the light shape function aU need to be taken 
into account. 

The authors are grateful to J. Y. Fang for his generous 
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